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Can one trace the beginning of PHP? Well maybe yes, but can youCan one trace the beginning of PHP? Well maybe yes, but can you
guess when PHP reached its heights in popularity? Well, it was whenguess when PHP reached its heights in popularity? Well, it was when
Mark Zuckerberg built facebook sing it. PHP developers apply it inMark Zuckerberg built facebook sing it. PHP developers apply it in
many fields and they serve the purposes like web-based applications,many fields and they serve the purposes like web-based applications,
software for chatting purposes, customizing applications and evensoftware for chatting purposes, customizing applications and even
CMS.CMS.

All kinds of computer languages are dynamic, they change and getAll kinds of computer languages are dynamic, they change and get
better with time. PHP is entirely a web-based server-side language andbetter with time. PHP is entirely a web-based server-side language and
its utilitarian values include web applications, but what’s fascinating isits utilitarian values include web applications, but what’s fascinating is
that it has the potential to make programs on every platform possible.that it has the potential to make programs on every platform possible.

PHP programming language gives the programmers a lot of freedom,PHP programming language gives the programmers a lot of freedom,
from adding different widgets to adding different features like logos,from adding different widgets to adding different features like logos,
icons, shopping carts and even pictures in no time at all.icons, shopping carts and even pictures in no time at all.
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For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/php-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/php-
training-in-chandigarh-7799training-in-chandigarh-7799
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